
 

Tours recommended by Aventura Mexicana Hotel 

Please contact Luis, Guest Services manager, for more information @ 

guestservices@aventuramexicana.com 

ATV & ZIP LINE TOUR - The tour goes directly into the jungle over dirt roads where you will get to ride 

over terrain that is challenging enough for even the most experienced riders, but easy enough for 

beginners to maneuver at their own pace. After riding for about 30 minutes, we arrive to a fresh-water 

sinkhole in the middle of the jungle called a "cenote" where you will have an opportunity to do a Mayan 

sacrifice and dip into its refreshing waters. Then we ride for 45 minutes and arrive at our adventure park 

where we will fly above the jungle canopy on a thrilling zip line and snorkel in a wondrous underground 

river with crystal clear water. As a perfect finish you will enjoy a delicious buffet lunch with real Mexican 

food. 

 

CONTOY & ISLA MUJERES ISLAND – You get picked up at the hotel and drive to Cancun and leave to Isla 

Contoy from Punta Sam Cancun. We will do an amazing snorkeling trip at the incomparable beauty of 

the Ixlache Reef which  is the beginning of the second largest reef barrier in the world that ends 

Honduras and is home to countless marine species. 

We will be sightseeing in the island by boat, visiting the birds nesting area, sea stars, eagle rays, turtles 

the lighthouse and fisherman village, then we will land at Contoy island, visit the museum, bird 

watching, snorkeling and relax. Lunch is provide at Contoy Island, grilled fish and chicken, open bar, then 

we will visit Isla Mujeres for relaxation and shopping, then boat back to Punta Sam and transportation to 

the hotel. Does not include $5 USD entrance fee. 

 

THE JUNGLE MAYA EXPEDITION - Your exciting adventure tour starts with a ride in a 4x4 all-terrain 

vehicle that takes you to our Maya Community, a small Maya family community where the Nohoch Nah 

Chich cenote system is located (one of the longest explored underground river systems in the world). 

Here you will take part in an unforgettable snorkeling adventure in the fresh waters of this underground 

river, swimming deep inside the caverns where you will observe stunning stalactite and stalagmite 

formations above and below this crystal-clear water. Walk and enjoy our ride / bike through the jungle 

and witness the animal prints from the species that live there, the cenotes, and the variety of flora and 



fauna. You will snorkel in Yax-muul, the most beautiful natural swimming pool on the Mexican 

Caribbean. Enjoy a zip-line, flying over an incredibly beautiful cenote, rappel down into another cenote, 

canoe/kayak on a wonderful lagoon. A traditional Maya lunch prepared by the women of this 

community then awaits you at the ranch. After lunch you will have the opportunity to visit the ranch and 

its inhabitants, a small Maya family that have lived in this remote jungle location for the last 30 years. 

 

SAIL ISLA MUJERES - This tour is on board of a catamaran. Snorkeling on the underwater museum, 

snorkeling on reefs, free time on Isla Mujeres, where you can hire a golf cart and drive all over the 

island! Lunch and drinks are included, it is a perfect Caribbean day to get sun tan, good music, few drinks 

and relax. Port tax of $10 USD is not included on this price. 

 

CHICHEN ITZA - One of the most fantastic places to visit. Chichén Itza is certified as one of the new 

wonders of the world. It's wide open area with a ball course where the Mayans used to play and do 

sacrifices for the gods. This game was played with a ball which weighs more than 4 kilos, you can find EL 

CASTILLO as well. This building is 26m high and it has four sides with 91 steps by each side, all together 

there are 365 steps, one for every day of the year in our calendar, it is a perfect structure and Chichén 

Itza is a MUST SEE! It includes breakfast on board of the bus, drinks, swim in a cenote, visit to Valladolid 

city, guide, transportation, entrance and buffet lunch.  

 

UNDERWATER WORLD - A half day dedicated to the amazing underwater world! We’ll start our 

adventure in the middle of the Mexican jungle visiting the 1st beautiful cenote of the Riviera Maya: the 

great TAK-BE-HA (in the Mayan language “Hidden Water”). 

 

We will swim in crystal clear water surrounded by an ethereal seascape of stalactites and stalagmites. 

After this we’ll leave the jungle to get to beautiful TURTLE BAY and discover a marvelous sea-world! 

With mask, fins and snorkel we’ll swim with the beautiful marine turtles and see the famous Caribbean 

reef. An expert guide will take you through this unforgettable adventure! 

 

COBA MAYAN VILLAGE - Coba has the tallest pyramid in all Yucatan peninsula. It's a 41 mts pyramid 

with 110 steps to climb to the top where you have the most spectacular views. But that is not all, you'll 

find the magnificent observatory and many more buildings, it is 2 km square foot. On Coba, you can take 

THE MAYAN LIMO, it is a ride where one of the locals drive you all over the area for only 100 pesos on 

his TRICICLOS, definitely one of the most interesting ways to see the area. After, we visit the Mayan 

village where you will have the chance to see the real Mayan way of life.  Then we visit one cenote (sink 

hole) in this area where you can swim and see lots of stalactites and stalagmites. 

 

XCARET PARK - This park is just 10 minutes away from us, it is a park with water activities, birds, beach, 

underground rivers, botanical gardens, butterfly pavilions, spectacular night shows. The park has 40 

activities to do during the day. 

SWIMMING WITH DOLPHINS - The world most exclusive program designed to exceed all your 

expectations. Feel the rush of being pushed by two dolphins at top speed by your feet across the water. 

Another fun activity is the dorsal tow; the dolphins will take you through the water surface as you are 

holding on their dorsal fin. This program has it all! Adventure and fun! Behaviors: Foot Push, Dorsal Tow, 

Hand Shake, Kiss, Hand Target, Clock, Free Time, Hug Dolphin Program Time: 60 minutes. 


